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Traffic congestion on road, air pollution and high levels of emission are the characteristics of city
centers and industrialized cities globally. The aforementioned attributes are visible on Lagos Island,
the Central Business District (CBD) of the city state of Lagos which houses industries headquarters,
financial institutions and warehouses of foreign consumer goods and those produced locally.
Freight transportation involving trucks and pickups are the distribution channels through which these
products gets to major distributors located on Lagos Islands. On the other hand, movement of small to
medium sized goods and services within Lagos are usually executed by commercial vehicles, tri-cycle
(popularly known as Keke-maruwa), motorcycle (popularly known as Okada) on Lagos Island as well
as other communities. Not only do this freight transportation modes contribute over-proportionately to
air pollution, noise pollution and traffic congestion, they also occupy a sizable portion of the
unavailable space in Lagos metropolis.
On the other hand, last mile delivery of goods to retailers and consumers within Lagos Island is done
by cart pushers using a customized design pushing cart. Although, this method of goods delivery is
meeting a need especially in the distribution of water, the innovation backing this technological design
is crude and inefficient as it requires a lot of energy to push the cart, calling for a better solution. Cargo
bikes offer a promising possibility to overcome that challenge for last mile delivery. It can replace cars
and other light goods vehicles in many cases, has the capacity for larger volume compared to others
and deliver goods to areas that are inaccessible to other land-based transportation mode.
Cargo bikes are a zero-emission alternative to light goods vehicles in city centers. It is absolutely not
new in city of Lagos with different cargo bikes designed for different purposes. Its earlier use in the
mid 1900’s was by local businesses such as palm wine tapper and thrift collectors, who converted their
bicycles to cargo bikes. The entry of bicycles designed for the purpose cargo bike in Nigeria was in the
late 1900’s and early 2000’s when large food and beverage companies deployed manual cargo bike as
a solution to last mile delivery. Several variants of their solution have been released, modified and used
by those in food sector. The re-introduction of cargo bikes (manual and e-bicycles) in Nigeria by startups in the ecological space was from the angle of social impact of liveable and sustainable cities through
CO2 emission from sustainable logistics solution while achieving last mile delivery, as the key drivers
of these are players in waste management and recycling.
With cycling seen to be the future of transportation due to it last mile offer, capability to increase
climate resilience, mitigation against air pollution and health benefits, it is expedient to assess the
feasibility of cargo bicycles and the potential for expansion for utilization in other sectors. This study
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explores the use of cargo bicycle as a component of a more sustainable urban freight system in cities,
particularly in Campos square, Lagos Island while considering existing infrastructure, the culture of
the people and their way of life.

Figure 1: Cargo bicycle in Berlin, Germany (2018 tour)
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Study Area
The feasibility of cargo bicycles, a non-motorized transport and its variant was assessed in Campos
square, Lagos and its immediate environment. Campos square, the old location of island incinerator is
located at the heart of the eastern part of Lagos Island and found in Lagos Island East LCDA. An actual
almost square land area developed into a recreational facility exist and surrounded by prominent
features, monumental land marks and streets describing Lagos Island. To the North of Campus Square
Adeniji Adele, to the South is Broad street and Marina Road which house the formal businesses. To
the East is the popular Idumota market and the west is Obalande. The area was visited for observations
using unstructured interviews, data collection on potential users of cargo bike services, available
infrastructure, transportation route and movement pattern.
With Campos area been a residential one, this area is characterized by multi-stories buildings with
ground floors for informal businesses, narrow roads with flat terrains and excellent road networks. The
excellent road network is as a result of well-defined layout, especially to the south of Campos Square.
The major street roads are projected in a North-western direction and parallel to each other. This is
another prominent feature around Campos square. In the North-South direction, these roads are;
Massey-Tokunbo, Bamgbose, Igbosere, Catholic Mission, Campbell, Broad and Marina street. Catholic
mission is parallel to other roads mention above to the east of Campos Square. Most of these roads are
relatively in good condition and vehicular movements are often in one direction.
Considering, motorized means of transportation, tricycle is the predominant transportation means in
Campos Square, followed by motorcycles and privately-owned vehicles (see traffic study report). For
local residents, walking is the predominant non-motorized means of transportation especially if without
baggage. Campos Square area is completely built up and has high population density.
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Figure

3:

Figure 4: Base map of Campos Square, Lagos Island showing building footprint.

Figure 2: Topographic map of Campos Square, Lagos Island
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COMMUNITY ANALYSIS OF CAMPOS SQUARE
Movement and Traffic Pattern
There is a concentration of human and vehicular traffic in Idumota which is the west of Campos square.
This is understandable since Idumota is an amalgamation of several markets (Balogun, Mosalasi,
Idumagbo, Oke-arin, Ebute-ero, Dosunmu etc) with close proximity to formal institutions and
organizations, high concentration of human is found here making the area the Central Business District
of Lagos. Human and vehicular traffic on the streets decreases from west to east as people disperse
farther away from Idumota market with a noticeable difference from Tinubu square. Likewise, the
number of road users is lower in Tokunbo Street in comparison to Massey. Most of the respondents
visit places in the West due to the large market with Idumota having the largest frequency of 25%,
followed by locations in the North with Ita-Faji having the highest frequency of (40%) as it host the
food market in the area and their homes.

26%

North
51%

East
15%
8%

South
West

Figure 4: Location of popular destination of residents within Campos Square on the coordinate

Residents in this area especially retailers prefer going to markets in Idumota as they get to purchase
their goods at whole sales price. They often trek to their destination if they are without baggage.
However, if leaving the market with goods, they request for the service of head carriers from any
destination within the market to police post so as to reduce transportation cost of hiring a tricycle whose
route is usually Obalende/CMS. The destination of the tricycles depicts human movement which is
from commercial centers and or businesses which is on the western part of the island (Idumota market)
to their residence which is to the East, with Obalende been the farthest and vice-versa. Along this west
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to east route used by tricycles, Police post or Balogun is often the starting point through Tom Jones,
Tinubu, Oshodi, freeman, Adeniji and final destination as Obalende for a complete trip. Several of the
correspondents which belongs to the informal sector mentioned Idumota as their regular go to for
commodities and Ita-faji for food stuffs which is located to the North of Campos Square.

Road Network
Campos environs boast of excellent road network which has a relatively flat terrain, although the
current condition varies. The slope for the study area; which is the angle of inclination is less than 30o
and the slope range varies between 0o and 19o indicating a flat terrain. The maximum slope noted for
the roads within the study boundary is 16o. Roads located to the north are flatter < 10o in comparison
to those in the South.
Campos Square has 6 parallel major roads which are 6m – 7m long and mostly in single direction with
several perpendicular streets offering linkages. An additional road to this parallel road is Catholic
mission road. This 470-meter road is semi parallel to other roads to the east and terminates abruptly
into perpendicular roads at both ends. These perpendicular street roads are narrower in comparison to
the parallel roads. They are either one-way or two-ways with the de jure rule on direction only known
to local residents or frequent users. Detailed description of the parallel roads condition is given in the
North-South direction of Campos Square.
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Figure 5: Slope map of study area
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This is the closest parallel and important road to the core of Isale Eko community. It originates from
Freeman on the East of Campos Square to Tokunbo, Massey, Ita faji (perishable food and local market
on the island), Palm Church Street, Agarawu street all the way to Idumagbo Avenue; one of the markets
in Idumota. Massey/Tokunbo road is separated by a perpendicular Odunfa Street which leads directly
to the core of Isale Eko. Massey directly leads to Tinubu square via Alli Street and then Bamgbose.
The entire road distance from Idumagbo junction to freeman junction is about 1600 meters long while
Massey-Tokunbo distance is about 1300 meters. The road is quite narrow and one way in eastward
direction until Mobolagi Bank Anthony intersection, which is the starting point for Tokunbo Median
Park. The road afterward is a two-way road separated by a green median. Although, Massey Street is
currently under reconstruction with elevated sidewalk on both sides, Tokunbo is in a fair condition with
elevated sidewalk until Mobolaji Bank Anthony when only the road to the right has an elevated
sidewalk (Table 1). Massey/Tokunbo are plied mostly by motocycle and tricycle as commercial means
of transportation with some private cares. Also, larger motorized transport here are delivery trucks
offering last mile service to their major distributors.

Figure 6: The two-way road at Tokunbo Street, separated by a median.
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This is the next parallel road and shares boundary with campos square to the North. It is a one way road
in an east-west direction and a very busy road due to informal businesses which are of medium scale
but without commercial buses. It originates from Sangrosse, eastern Campos Square all the way to
Tinubu square which is the beginning of Nnamdi Azikwe Street. The entire distance of the road is about
1400 meters. The road has elevated sidewalks on both sides which are occupied by small informal
businesses or used as an extension of their medium shop space. This road has a large concentration of
office and printing material supplies. Massey is linked to Bamgbose via Alli street to the west while
Glover street; a two-way perpendicular street connects Bamgbose and Tokunbo to the East, among
several other intersecting roads.

Roads

Condition

Vehicle direction

Side walks

West - East
Massey/Tokunbo

Under reconstruction

Mixed

Azikwe/Bamgbose

Fair

Elevated

Odunlami/Igbosere

Good

Not elevated

Catholic Mission

fair

Mixed

Campbell

Poor

Not elevated

Broad street

Good

Elevated

Marina

Good

Mixed
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Igbosere road demarcate the difference between the Northern part of Campos Square and the Southern
part. It differentiates the residential areas from the commercial and formal sector as well as densely
built up areas with clusters of buildings from built up areas with less clusters. This road bounds Campos
Square to the south and is the rear to the commercial buildings on Catholic Mission Street. The road is
a narrow, two lane road without elevated walkway. It is more active with public commuting buses
picking up passenger along the road in a west-east direction. The road begins at Igbosere-Moloney
intersection all the way to campos square and transcends into Odunlami at the western part of campos
square. Odulami is very similar to Igbosere road. The total length of Odunlami/Igbosere road is about
2000 meters.

This is one of the parallel roads around Campos Square which is in two direction. It is a very short road
of about 1000 meters and starts from Broad Street Triangular layby down to Bamgbose by Olusi as the
road merges into Bamgbose at this point. The road is in a poor state in the western end and has several
informal kiosks extending into walk ways. It is a 3-land road without elevated sidewalks. Hence, one
of the lanes in dedicated to street parking.

This is the longest of the parallel road as it is 2558 meters long and cuts across a wide segment of the
Island (Apogbon and Balogun). Its length within this study area which is from Cable Street to Tinubu
Square is 1362 meter. It is a wide road with 3 lanes and elevated sidewalks on both sides. It originates
from broad street triangular layby (terminating end of Tafawa Balewa Square) which is to the South
eastern part of Campos Square, through the western part of Lagos Island to as far as Adeniji Adele
Road, a major high way. Vehicular movement is in East to West this direction (Figure 1, Table 1). It is
a very busy road with street parking to the right in the direction of vehicles. Commuting buses having
an informal garage for picking up passengers at the intersection of Ganiyu Smith Road with Broad
Street. The side walk are free for pedestrians use in the East buy blocked in the West.

The presence of heavy-duty motorized vehicles and commercial buses begins from Odunlami/Igbosere
road and southward, of Campos Square. Marina is the most distal road and 1990 meters long. It is a 3lane road plied in a west-east direction and all lanes are free for use. The two sides of the road have
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dedicated sidewalk for pedestrians which are without obstruction. However, some of the sidewalks to
the left in the direction of vehicular movement are not elevated.

Figure 7: Spatial Distribution of stores with food and drinks and groceries.
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MODES OF DELIVERY OF GOODS AND SERVICES IN CAMPOS
SQUARE
Considering the existing informal businesses in the area, last mile delivery of goods to retailers and
consumers within Campos Square is done using tricycle or cart which are micro enterprise. The cart
which is either the standard carts, wheel barrow or abridged versions which are often locally fabricated
varies in types, size, designs and shapes are ubiquitous in Nigeria. They are built to the needs,
adaptability of the business and with various metal materials. It often comprises of a cylindrical,
rectangular or square box, placed on two wheels and controlled by a metal hand bar which act as the
lever. Within the study area, tricycles and carts are for redistribution of drinks (figure 7a, 7b and 7d),
used by water merchant for redistribution of water in gallons (Figure 7e), sales of pastries and
confectionary (Figure 7e) and much more as seen in Figure 7c. Delivery of sachet water and fruit
merchants were seen doing their business in wheel barrow.
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f.

Figure 8: Cargo types and its application within Campos Square
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Although the rectangular carts are designed to be sturdy for heavy goods, those with closed body type
are heavier. This limits the distance that can be covered as the cart are pushed manually. Table 2 gives
a detailed tabular comparison of some various types of carts. The open body cart type used for water
distribution is ubiquitous, versatile and multifunctional as it is used in the delivery of so many types of
goods including rental chairs, canopy stands and ready to eat meals. When used for water, it contains
ten to twelve kegs of 25liters of water. The closed body rectangular cart is customized for beverage
distribution on Campos Square but often used by informal waste managers in other communities. Cart
used in the delivery of pastries are square shaped while those for hot beverages are cylindrical.
However, the two models are similar by having storage compartment, a hood for shade and sector
specific and smaller maximum load capacity.
Water merchant or peddlers using carts have a defined target market for service delivery. This is the
redistribution of household water from community borehole delivered either in the morning or evening
with one of their departure points been on Massey Street (figure 7e). However, the exact route followed
and distance covered could not be ascertained from this study. The demand for cart service for goods
delivery was accessed by mapping the spatial distribution of grocery stores with food and drinks in the
study area. Figure 8 indicated that this service is needed mostly in the residential area of Campos
Square, with the potential that their service is needed mostly around Igbosere either for pick up or
delivery. This observed pattern is similar to the building density and but inversely correlated with
movement pattern.
The major drawback in goods delivery using manually driven cart is the inability to cover long distance.
Also, should the terrain be hilly with and inclination angle of up to 30o, going up the slope becomes
impossible as the climbing ability of most cart is between 5o - 15o giving rise to the needs of alternatives.
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Table 2: Comparison of the different last mile delivery mode observed in Campos Square

Parameters

Push Cart

Push Cart

Push Cart

Cargo Box 150 x 57 x 35cm
dimension

160 x 60 x 45cm

150 x 57 x 35cm

133 x 73cm

Maximum
Push
Distance
(Km/hr)

0.5 – 2 km/hr

0.5 – 2 km/hr

0.5 – 2 km/hr

1 – 2.5 km/hr

25km/hr

Maximum
load

250-300kg

350kg

250kg

150kg

500kg

Body type

Open

Closed

Open

Open

Closed

Power

Hand push

Hand push

Hand push

Hand push

Petrol

Climbing
ability

200

200

200

250

-

Body
Frame

Steel body

Steel body

Steel body

Steel body

-

Source

Locally made

Locally made

Locally made

Locally made

-

Front loader

Front loader

Front loader

-

Design type Front loader
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Wheelbarrow

Keke-Napep

ALTERNATIVE LAST MILE DELIVERY
An efficient last mile delivery service has been achieved in other spheres using cargo bikes both at
business levels and individuals. In Berlin, Germany cargo bikes used for delivery of goods has been
proven to have the potential of saving of up to half of the distance travelled by combustion-engine
vehicles, and all of the problems caused by motorized transport on roads. The collection of post mails
and distribution by Deutsch post is done using cargo bikes which are of different models. These are
from the simplistic forms of manual bicycles with branded anchorages waterproof bags at the two sides
of the carriers (long tail cargo bikes (Figure 8b)) to cart models (front loader bike and trikes (Figure
9a)), and the street scooter e-bikes. Although, Deutsch Post is a large organization, micro to small
businesses also uses this initiative for delivery. For this sector, using this approach their cargo bikes are
designed as cargo trailers. These trails are usually bigger in size compared to carts, attached to the
bicycle wheels and offers flexibility for the compartment to be turned into a temporary talk/coffee shop
or delivery of bulky products.
Other initiatives such as German Cyclist’s Association (Allgemeiner Deutscher Fahrrad-Club,
(ADFC)) provides a platform for leasing of freight or box cargo bikes for free. This is with the aim to
promote bicycle riding and contribute to a greener city with better air and less cars. All the explained
bicycle models are used individually for personal reasons.

Figure 9b: Front loader cargo bike

Figure 9a: Long John cargo bike

In Lagos, Nigeria, the recent re-introduction of cargo bikes use in last mile delivery lies with start-ups
companies, as cargo bikes of baker’s model where first introduced into businesses in l990 on the sales
of milk products. Companies such as Wecycle, Recyclepoint, WasteGamer are using cargo bikes to
offers waste recycling and management services in underserved communities, market places and health
centers. The cargo bike is used to collect recycled waste from far end communities in Lagos where PSP
trucks cannot visit due to bad roads, proximity and interest. The model used by the two waste
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management companies differs in weight and model although, they are both back loaders. Table 9 gave
the comparison of the cargo bike types used in Lagos and highlighted the major difference with others.
The lack of such solutions on Campos Square indicates an opportunity.
The opportunity presented by the use of cargo bikes in Campos Square goes beyond the current
utilization in informal businesses, as more business were identified. A new start-up is re-defining the
way meats are to be sold with cargo kiosk. Table 10 indicates new areas that the use of cargo bikes can
be extended into especially last mile sales of bread with cargo bike as the current pattern is to produce
the loaves around Bamgbose and Massey and moves it to broad streets for sale by hawking.

Table 1: Comparisons of the different types of cargo bike in Lagos.
Parameters

FanMilk
RecyclePoints
Weight when
empty
Cargo
Box
dimension
Maximum
speed (Km/hr)
Maximum load
Body type
Driving type
Climbing
ability
Body Frame
Source
Design type

Wecycle

93kg

95kg

88kg

120 x 90 x 120cm

150 x 90 x 150cm

50 x 50 x 45cm

20km/hr

12kmlhr

15km/hr

250kg
Closed
Pedal + electric assist
200

150kg
Open
Pedal
50 - 80

100kg
Closed
Pedal
100 - 150

Aluminum frame
Imported
Back loader

Steel frame
Locally made
Back loader

Plastic frame
Imported
Front loader
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Table 2:Potential commodities to be carried by Cargo Bicycle
Parameters

Water Keg
46 x 31 x 22cm

Water
25 x 22 x 22cm

50 x 50 x 45cm

8.3kg
0.6kg

7kg
-

25litres
250kg

-

-

4.4kg

1kg

Open

-

-

300ml

750ml

25litre

-

-

Drinks

Crate
dimension
Drink volume
Container
weight
Weight
of
Empty
container/bottle
Volume

Egg crate
Bread
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ADOPTION OF CARGO
A significant percentage of deliveries that cars make could be made using cargo bike.
Considering the players in last mile delivery in the study area, the freight bicycle model and
those with cargo trailers are options that can meet the needs of its users. But there are several
factors that decide if a cargo bike can be used or not. The primary factors are;
1. Delivery range: Cargo bikes are usually suitable for delivery of goods and services for both
short to medium distance trips. Adoption of cargo bikes by current cart pushers offer the
opportunity to increase the distance covered due to higher efficiency of cargo bikes over
pushing cart. Also, the cargo bicycle trailer model offers more reach per trip.
2. Package weight or volume: Cargo bikes (freight bikes) are designed as both manual and
electric assisted bikes. Both manual and electric-assisted cargo bikes are designed to carry
weight of between 150kg to 350kg depending on the design and specification. Irrespective
of the body type, if open or closed they are designed to accommodate large volume of goods,
although the open system body types seem to give way for more volume than the closed
system. Also, the cargo trailer has larger capacities. However, they are envisaged as best
options to take the place of Keke-napep, pushing cart, motorcycle for urban goods and service
delivery in Lagos (Lagos Island).
3. Terrain: Flat terrains are the best terrain for cargo bicycle, most especially manually
operated cargo bicycle. Although electric assisted bicycles seem to work perfectly well on
steep slope of between 100 to 250, they move at their maximum speed on flat terrain. Campos
square, Lagos Island is on a flat terrain with maximum slope less than 25o. With this terrain
cargo bike has high level of acceptability by informal businesses. Cargo bicycle users can
pedal at an average speed of 12 - 20km/hr, increasing the number of last mile deliveries
required by users and distance covered.
4. Cost: The cost of purchasing a cargo bike also determine its acceptability by informal
business on Lagos Island. To build or purchase a pushing cart cost between N15,000 –
N25,000 which seems to be affordable by users, while it cost between $1000 - $1500
(N360,000 – N540,000) to purchase and import an electric assisted cargo bicycle such as
RecyclePoint cargo bicycles.
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RECOMMENDATION
Based on the above adoption criteria, it is adviseable to build the bicycle locally in order to beat the
price of assembling and production of a prototypic cargo bike for informal businesses, Lagos Island.
This study already report that cargo bicycle existed in Lagos and so as the production of some of this
cargo bikes are done or assembled locally to suit the purpose of usage, it is worthwhile to engage
local fabricators including but not limited to bicycle mechanic, engineer, product designer and
welder to building a cargo bicycle for this study. Based on critical analysis, assessment and study
done different kinds of cargo bicycle used for freight, we recommend a front loader cargo bike from
one of the models below with these attributes;
An open system bicycle is advisable as this model can carry more volume than closed system.
However, the prototype must come with a foldable or manoeuvrable cover which material
could be trampoline, softwood, plastic board or any other light but manoeuvrable material.
Should be manually driven with a top gear system and cargo system mechanics that allow up
20km/hr maximum speed.
The bicycle must be light weight for easy pedalling on road. Careful selection of frame
material, welding and joint is quite important. Weight of empty cago bicycle should not
exceed 92kg.
Cargo bicycle should be designed in such manner that can carry up to 200kg - 250kg of load.
(This equivalent to 8 – 10 full gallon of water keg)
Cargo bicycle should have reflective light at the back and spot light in the front. This reduce
potential accidents occurrence. The reflective light could be powered by a small 6V lithium
ion battery. The Cargo bicycle should be built in such a way that the battery charges as the
rider pedals.
Cargo bicycle tyre could be used for digital advertisement. This could serve as extra income
for users if adopted and managed properly. (Bicycle wheel spoke light are good platform
digital advertisement for product promotion and awareness)
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TYPE A
Dimension of
120x57x35cm
Maximum load
capacity of 250kg
Can accommodate
more volume of load
Maximum speed of
18km/hr
Open system

TYPE B
Dimension of
100x57x25cm
Maximum load
capacity of 200kg
Can accommodate
more volume of load
Maximum speed of
20km/hr
Open system
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TYPE C
Dimension of
60x57x40cm
Maximum load capacity
of 200kg
Can accommodate less
volume of load
Maximum speed of
20km/hr
Open system

